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Purpose: To update Members on progress and a series of key workstreams relating 
to the delivery of Spalding’s Western Road.

Recommendations to Councilt: 

1) That Members note and endorse the strategic direction, key milestones and delivery strategy 
for Spalding’s Western Relief Road (SWRR) outlined in this report;

2) That the Place Manager brings further reports to Council, as appropriate, in order to update 
Members on progress; and 

3) That the Place Manager, in conjunction with both the Portfolio Holder for Growth and 
Commercialisation and the Executive Director of Commercialisation, continues to work with 
the County Council and key partners to ensure the delivery strategy for the SWRR meshes 
with the Council’s key growth and infrastructure ambitions.

1.0 Background

1.1 The delivery of Spalding’s Western Relief Road (SWRR) is a fundamental cornerstone to 
two of the Council’s principal ambitions, namely:

  significant planned growth of the wider town; and

   managing traffic and easing congestion by providing an alternative route to the 
congested A151 which passes through the centre of town and which is subject to 
increasing delay’s resulting from level crossing ‘downtime’.

1.2 As the main urban centre in South Holland, Spalding has experienced major growth since 
the latter part of the twentieth century.  More modern housing, retail and business 
environments have extended the footprint of the urban area, mainly to the north and west. 
The development of the A16 through to Peterborough as well as rail connections has 
brought Spalding within the scope of the south-east of the country and employment 
opportunities well beyond South Holland.  Spalding also serves the wider area as regards 
further education opportunities and health care.

1.3 The population of South Holland District rose from 76,512 in 2001 to 88,270 in 2011, a 
growth rate of over 14%.  In the last 10 years this rate of growth has slightly slowed to 
12.5%.  The mid-year population estimate for 2015 stands at 90,400.  The Office for 
National Statistics (ONS) projects a growth rate for the District of nearer 22 per cent 
between 2012 and 2037, meaning that the overall population of the District will rise by a 



quarter.  Much of this population growth will continue to be focussed on Spalding as the 
main urban and sub-regional centre.

1.4 The population of Spalding was estimated at 30,724 in 2017.  This rises to nearly 33,000 
including Pinchbeck to the north.  The emerging South East Lincolnshire Local Plan 
(SELLP) makes provision for a net increase of 11,125 dwellings in South Holland over the 
plan period (2011-2036) at a rate of 445 per annum.  Much of this growth will be focused 
on delivering an additional 5,255 new dwellings in Spalding.

1.5 Spalding’s planned growth is largely focussed to the north and west of the town, primarily 
as a consequence of seeking to deliver the SWRR and flood risk.  The long-term strategy 
has therefore focussed on delivering sustainable planned growth predicated on an 
understanding of the way the town functions, its existing transport network, planned 
network upgrades and the wider delivery of a strategic road network to fit with existing 
constraints and future infrastructure needs.

1.6 The emerging SELLP 2011-36 was submitted to the Secretary of State on 23 June 2017.  
It is now in its ‘examination’ stage.  The SELLP identifies sites capable of delivering 1,920 
new houses within Spalding on sites totalling 64 hectares.  Some 1,000 of these dwellings 
form part of a proposed second sustainable urban on land located to the north of the 
Vernatt’s Drain (the ‘Vernatt’s sustainable urban extension’).  In total, this site is capable 
of providing approximately 4,000 dwellings and associated infrastructure (with the 
additional 3,000 dwellings currently earmarked for development beyond 2036).  This is in 
addition to the existing sustainable urban extension located at Holland Park.  The Holland 
Park site is currently under construction and has permission for 2,250 new dwellings and 
associated infrastructure.  These sites are all shown at Appendix One.  They are readily 
identified as being clustered to the west of Spalding and are intentionally focussed on the 
route of the proposed Spalding Western Relief Road (SWRR).

2.0 The role of the Spalding Western Relief Road

2.1 The Spalding Western Relief Road will provide a new route around the west side of the 
town, linking Spalding Common in the south to Spalding Road/Pinchbeck Road in the 
north.  In highways terms the SWRR will function as a strategic distributor road.

2.2 Given its overarching strategic role, the long standing approach to delivering the SWRR 
has been one of understanding that the key aim has been to ensure that, as a strategic 
distributor road, the SWRR;

‘supports and facilitates sustainable population and commercial growth within 
South Holland’

2.3 In tandem, the SWRR has the over-arching aim of delivering significant benefits to the 
wider town and surrounding District.  It will;

 Reduce delays and improve journey times for road users
 Lessen the impact of increased freight passing through Spalding and the associated 

increase in level crossing barrier downtime
 Reduce traffic congestion in Spalding town centre
 Enhance connectivity by improving west to south links around Spalding
 Enhance quality of life for residents of Spalding by improving air quality, reducing 

carbon emissions and addressing issues of town centre safety
 Improve the reliability of public transport by minimising delays in the town centre



 Support and encourage walking and cycling by reducing town centre traffic and 
providing safe links

2.4 This aim and these benefits have long been recognised and are embedded into the local 
planning framework.  This has enabled the development of an emerging policy framework 
that meshes with wider political ambitions, both locally and County-wide, and has provided 
a coherent approach to governance arrangements surrounding delivery of the SWRR.

3.0 The Route of the Spalding Western Relief Road

3.1 The SWRR will, in essence, provide a route to the west of Spalding which runs from south 
to north.  To the south it will connect, via a new roundabout, to the B1172 Spalding 
Common.  At the northernmost end it will, again via a new roundabout, provide a 
connection to the B1356 Spalding/Pinchbeck Road.

3.2 The ‘southern’ and ‘northern’ connections with Spalding’s existing highways infrastructure 
are essentially fixed.  The whole of the SWRR will be delivered in a series of sections, 
these co-ordinated with the longer-term growth of the town.  The detail of the precise route 
of the SWRR has yet, in part, to be finalised.  The present indicative proposals for the 
whole are illustrated in Appendices Two and Three.

3.3 Appendix Two details Option 1.  This option presents a route for the SWRR following an 
eastern alignment, generally closer to town.  Appendix Three details Option 2.  This 
option presents a western alignment.  The western alignment presents the better option in 
terms of accommodating future growth and facilitating access into development sites.  It 
also presents the better opportunity to secure funding from associated development.  At 
this stage, however, no formal decisions have been made on the precise alignment of the 
central sections to the SWRR, i.e. that section stretching from Holland Park to the south 
(Junction B) to north of the Vernatt’s Drain (Junction E).  The options presented in 
Appendices Two and Three reflect the protected route corridor identified in the emerging 
SELLP.  Until such time as these options have been the subject of detailed analysis, 
formal consultation and stakeholder engagement both options remain on the table.  In this 
context it needs to be understood that, at the present time, the ‘fixed’ elements to the 
route of the SWRR comprise the ‘southern’ section running through Holland Park and the 
‘northern’ section running north of the Vernatt’s Drain and culminating at a roundabout on 
the B1356 Spalding/Pinchbeck Road.

4.0 The component parts of the SWRR

4.1 The Council is working in direct partnership with both the County Council and 
landowners/developers to deliver the SWRR in a series of sections, these designed to 
mesh with the towns wider growth ambitions whilst at the same time providing for 
measures which reduce congestion, improve and enhance connectivity, minimise delays 
within the town centre and encourage walking and cycling.

4.2 There are effectively five sections to delivering the full route of the SWRR.  These are:

Section 1 - Spalding Common to Holland Park
Section 2 - Holland Park to Bourne Road
Section 3 - Bourne Road to North of Vernatt’s Drain
Section 4 - North of Vernatt’s Drain
Section  5 – North of Vernatt’s Drain to Spalding Road

4.3 These five distinct sections are indicatively shown at Appendices Two and Three.  Each 
details a series of roundabouts and/or traffic-light managed junctions labelled A through to 



H.  The component parts of the SWRR can be readily identified in relation to the proposed 
roundabouts and junctions.  Appendices Two and Three clarify that Section 1, the 
southernmost section, runs from roundabouts A to B.  Section 2 links B to C.  Section 3 
runs from C to E.  Section 4 links E to H. Section 5, the northernmost section, links H to I.

5.0 The Spalding Transport Strategy

5.1 The Spalding Transport Strategy 2014-2016 (STS) was finalised in September 2014 and 
developed jointly by Lincolnshire County Council’s Highways Alliance and South Holland 
District Council (SHDC).  At its heart the STS is a strategy that aims to identify how 
transport and travel in the area should develop over the next twenty years.  The STS 
provides an approach to the improvement and provision of transport and access for 
Spalding and its surrounding area, including the delivery of the Spalding Western Relief 
Road (SWRR).  It was prepared with a view to addressing existing issues and supporting 
proposals for significant growth in the town in the short, medium and long term.   From the 
outset the STS was developed in close cooperation with Lincolnshire County Council 
(LCC), SHDC and other key stakeholders, and through wider public engagement. The 
adoption of this approach at an early stage was intended to ensure that the STS would 
complement and support other local and national policies, including the then emerging 
South East Lincolnshire Local Plan.

5.2 The STS highlights the importance of the proposed SWRR, which will link the B1172 
(Spalding Common), in the south-west of the town to the B1356 (Spalding Road) in the 
north. This road scheme is an integral part of the 4th Lincolnshire Local Transport Plan 

(LTP4) and is identified as one of four key major schemes within Lincolnshire in the short 
to medium term.  LCC, as the local highway authority, recognises the SWRR as playing a 
strategic role in opening-up development sites including the Holland Park Sustainable 
Urban Extension (SUE), the Vernatt’s SUE, and other major sites to the west of Spalding; 
and in providing an alternative route to the congested A151 which passes through the 
centre of Spalding and is subject to increasing delays resulting from level-crossing 
‘downtime’.

6.0 Policy background and planning position

6.1 The South Holland Local Plan 2006 allocated 85 hectares of land in the form of an urban 
extension, Holland Park, this located to the south and west of Spalding.  This allocation 
deliberately included a policy-protected and safeguarded route for the delivery of the first 
section of the SWRR.

6.2 Outline planning permission was granted for the Holland Park sustainable urban extension 
in 2011.  The permission itself consented to some 2,250 dwellings, a district centre, 2 
local centres, a primary school, public open space, access and estate roads on land 
known as Holland Park on 18 May 2012.  The permission was also subject to a legal 
agreement which secures the phased delivery of the following in tandem with the delivery 
of the whole:

a) two number low-floor, easy access and DDA compliant buses together with revenue 
support for those buses for a period of three years.

b) a Two-Form Entry Primary School;
c) a Community Building within the District Centre and the subsequent hand-over of this 

building when complete to South Holland District Council
d) the provision, equipping and ongoing maintenance of all areas of open space and 

play space, including the open space associated with the SUDS system;
e) a capital sum of £100,000 for external improvements to the historic fabric to 

Spalding’s historic town centre;



f) the first section of Spalding’s Western Relief Road, this including a bridge over 
Spalding Peterborough Railway line, and the Primary Street linking the relief road to 
The Broadway.

g) traffic calming measures on The Parkway.
h) integrated primary and social care services in the form of the Health Centre (shown to 

be located within the District Centre) and the extra care facilities (shown to located 
within the northern Local Centre).

6.3 It is notable that the delivery of the first section of the SWRR is embedded within this 
scheme, and the attendant legal agreement, and is required to be delivered in tandem 
with it.

6.4 In 2014, reserved matters approval was given for Phase 1 to the Holland Park SUE.  
Phase 1 relates to the northern neighbourhood and comprises;

‘312 dwellings, including associated infrastructure and public open space’

6.5 Phase 1 to the Holland Park Sue has been implemented.  The developers, Broadgate 
Homes, are on site and to date 30 new dwellings have been delivered.  A further 99 have 
been commenced and are presently under construction.

6.6 The attendant legal agreement and planning condition set include a series of triggers for 
the delivery of the first section of the SWRR.  In essence, construction of the first section 
of the SWRR is required to commence before the occupation of either the 101st dwelling 
accessed from the B1172 Spalding Common (to the south of the site) or the 501st dwelling 
accessed from Broadway (to the north).  These triggers were agreed in direct consultation 
with the County Council as highways authority.

7.0 Phasing of the SWRR

7.1 Given the complexity of delivering a relief road to the west of Spalding it has long been 
anticipated that the SWRR would be built in sections.  These ‘phased’ sections have been 
highlighted at section 4.2 above.

7.2 Section 1

7.3 Section 1, the ‘southern’ section, will be constructed in tandem with the Holland Park 
SUE.  As has been highlighted earlier, Holland Park is currently under construction.  It is a 
significant development comprising 2,250 new dwellings.  The ‘southern’ section to the 
SWRR has been developed in detail.  It includes a 3-arm roundabout (Junction A) at 
B1172 Littleworth Drove/Spalding Common and incorporates an overbridge spanning the 
rail line.  This section extends the highway through the Holland Park development, 
terminating at a second roundabout, this providing direct connection to Section 2.  Section 
1 is also linked back into the wider Holland Park scheme via roundabout Junction B.  
Once completed, Section 1 will not only provide access to the Holland Park development.  
It will also facilitate direct access into the town centre, enabling Section 1 to the SWRR to 
provide additional highways capacity and the ability to act as a short-term solution to 
traffic management within the wider town.

7.4 In line with the wider ambitions of the SWRR and STS, the Holland Park SUE includes a 
series of footpaths and cycleways.  These are integral to the scheme and seek to 
integrate the development itself with the wider town, embedding and encouraging modal 
split.  Busses and bus routes are also fully integrated within the scheme.



7.5 As construction on the wider Holland Park SUE is well underway it is anticipated that the 
‘southern’ section will be the first section of the SWRR to be constructed.

7.6 Section 2

7.7 Section 2 runs from Junction B through to the Junction C on the A151 Bourne Road, 
intersecting with it at roundabout R5.   No junction is planned at Horseshoe Road, to avoid 
traffic being attracted onto this lower standard road.

7.8 Section 3

7.9 Section 3 runs from the A151 Bourne Road (Junction C) spanning the Vernatt’s Drain via 
a low profile overbridge.  It would terminate immediately to the south of Junction E which 
will provide access to the western end of the Vernatt’s Sustainable Urban Extension.  A 
link will be provided south of Vernatt’s Drain between SWRR and Monks House Lane via 
Junction D.

7.10 Section 4

7.11 Section 4 runs from Junctiion E to the west of Junction H.  It would provide a direct 
connection to Section 5 (below) and thereafter the second overbridge spanning the main 
rail line.  Section 4 releases all of that land allocated within the emerging SELLP for 
residential development and has the capacity to deliver 4,000 new homes and has two 
intermediate junctions, F and G, to provide additional accesses to these sites.

7.12 It needs to be acknowledged that, at this stage, the detailed routes taken by Section 2, 3 
and 4 are yet to be determined.  These sections will provide the link between the much 
more advanced ‘northern’ and ‘southern’ sections to the SWRR and will, together, provide 
the SWRR in its entirety.  At this stage, and as the precise route of the SWRR between 
junction E (land north of the Vernatts) and junction B (Holland Park) remains to be 
defined, this area is highlighted within the emerging SELLP as a ‘safeguarded corridor’.  
Having said that, and in the interests of transparency, it is highly probable that within the 
‘safeguarded corridor’ a route located further to the west than the east is much more likely 
to both deliver the towns wider growth ambitions and meet with its developing transport 
infrastructure needs.

7.13 Section 5

7.14 Section 5, the ‘northern’ section, has also been developed in detail.  It includes a 5-arm 
roundabout (Junction I) connecting with the B1356 Spalding Road/Pinchbeck Road.  From 
this roundabout it will run alongside the Vernatt’s Drain to a second overbridge spanning 
the same rail line as Section 1.  The highway will extend from the overbridge to Junction 
H.  The 5-arm roundabout junction on the B1356 will serve:

 the B1356 to the north;
 the B1356 to the south;
 the SWRR and development to the west via a bridge crossing the mainline;
 development fronting onto the B1356; and
 Endeavour Way and existing development to the east

7.15 This section will release land identified within the emerging SELLP.  In the initial phases 
land located both fronting the B1356 itself will be released via a spur from Junction I and 
land beyond the overbridge via Junction H.



7.16 Subject to funding arrangements being in place it is anticipated that the ‘northern’ section 
of the SWRR will be constructed to a similar timeline as the ‘southern’ section.  Delivery 
timescales are considered below but there is every expectation at this stage that Section 1 
and 5 will follow similar delivery paths.

8.0 Governance Arrangements

8.1 Work on the development of the detail of the component parts of the SWRR has hitherto 
been overseen by the Spalding Western Relief Road Steering Group (the Steering 
Group).  The Steering Group is facilitated by Lincolnshire County Council highways 
department and incorporates officers from both the County and District Councils.  Given 
the overarching strategic nature of the SWRR the Steering Group has in the past had both 
a senior officer and a technical officer focus.  At County level the senior officers include 
Andy Gutherson, the County Commissioner for Economy and Place and Sam Edwards, 
County’s Senior Project Leader.  Your Place Manager represents the District Council.  
Technical officers comprise Policy representatives from each authority and highways 
engineers.

8.2 The Steering Group recognises that the basic purpose of the SWRR is to:

 support and facilitate sustainable population and commercial growth in and around 
Spalding;

 mitigate the impact of the expected increase in level-crossing barrier downtime in 
Spalding resulting from increased rail-freight traffic passing through the town;

 reduce traffic congestion in Spalding town centre; and
 enhance connectivity by improving west to south links around Spalding’.

8.3 The role of the Steering Group is to co-ordinate the various workstreams surrounding 
delivery of the SWRR.  The Steering Group’s work encompasses strategic delivery, public 
engagement, the development of technical detail and oversight of the financial 
arrangements surrounding delivery.  It also actively engages with landowners and 
developers in order to facilitate the delivery of the components part of the SWRR.

8.4 Additional governance arrangements are in place to ensure policy development, political 
leadership and wider public engagement.

8.5 The emerging South East Lincolnshire Local Plan will deliver a spatial planning framework 
for south-east Lincolnshire.  Its governance arrangements include a Committee Structure, 
a joint Steering Group and an officer cohort.  The Joint Strategic Planning Committee 
(JSPC) is made up of 9 councillors, 3 each from South Holland District, Boston Borough 
and Lincolnshire County Councils.  Each has equal voting rights.  The joint Steering 
Group comprises representatives of the same in equal measure and draws on officer 
support from both Districts and the County.  The officer cohort supporting the Committee’s 
work comprises a team of officers drawn from South Holland and Boston Borough 
Councils.  This team is known as the South East Lincolnshire Joint Policy Unit (JPU).

8.6 Finally, the Spalding Western Relief Road Executive Management Board (the ‘Board’) 
provides high-level political commitment and officer leadership to coordinating the various 
partnerships and workstreams associated with delivering the SWRR.  The Board 
comprises:

 Councillor Richard Davies- Executive Councillor for Highways, Transport and 
Information Technology, Lincolnshire County Council



 Councillor Nick Worth -  Deputy Leader of the Council and Portfolio Holder for 
Growth and Commercialism, South Holland District Council and Executive 
Councillor for Culture and Emergency Services, Lincolnshire County Council

 Andy Gutherson - County Commissioner for Economy and Place, Lincolnshire 
County Council

 Paul Jackson - Place Manager, South Holland District Council
 Paul Rusted – Infrastructure Commissioner, Lincolnshire County Council
 Sam Edwards – Senior Project Leader, Lincolnshire County Council
 Peter Ramsey – Divisional Manager, WSP Transport & Infrastructure

8.7 The Board provides political governance, commitment and overall direction to the delivery 
of the SWRR through direct project management.  It cements the partnership between the 
County and District Councils and provides coherence to the development of policy, 
funding arrangement, bid processes and the co-ordination of the various strands of the 
planning processes.  The Board’s next meeting is scheduled to take place on 21 
November 2017.

8.8 It is demonstrable that Lincolnshire County Council is working in direct partnership with 
South Holland District Council on a number of workstreams, all of which are focused on 
meeting with Spalding’s wider ambitions for growth and transport management.  This 
partnership is a mature one that is recognised by both developers and the wider public for 
its commitment to securing the phased delivery of the SWRR.

9.0 Funding Arrangements

9.1 As central government funding is not presently available to deliver schemes such as the 
SWRR it has, from inception, been envisaged that contributions from development will 
remain the primary source of the funding necessary to deliver a relief road to the west of 
Spalding.  Other sources of funding will continue to be investigated and sourced where 
possible, including future opportunities for government funding or funding through the 
Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership (GLLEP).  Some additional funding may 
become available from the County Council.  In addition, the District Council and County 
will together seek to secure funding from a variety of sources, this including the Housing 
Infrastructure Fund (HIF) currently being promoted by the Department for Communities 
and Local Government (DCLG) and the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA).

9.2 Section 1 – the ‘southern’ section

9.3 Section 1 to the SWRR, that associated with the Holland Park SUE, will deliver 2,250 new 
homes and associated infrastructure.  The outline permission and attendant legal 
agreement requires the developer to make a significant contribution towards the first 
section of the SWRR.  This is in addition to providing substantial contributions to wider site 
infrastructure.

9.4 The outline scheme at Holland Park is presently committed to providing the following on 
and off-site contributions:

a) The provision and phased delivery, to an agreed timetable and at an estimated cost 
of £250,000 (to be borne in its entirety by the developer), of two number low-floor, 
easy access, and DDA compliant buses together with revenue support for those 
buses for a period of three years. Both the capital expenditure and revenue funding to 
be index-linked in line with the retail price index (RPI) 

b) The provision of a site and the construction and delivery, to an agreed timetable and 
at an estimated cost of £6,000,000 (to be borne in its entirety by the developer), of a 



Two-Form Entry Primary School and the subsequent hand-over of this building when 
complete to Lincolnshire County Council’s Children’s Services 

c) The provision of a site and the construction and delivery, to an agreed timetable and 
at an estimated cost of £1,200,000 (to be borne in its entirety by the developer), of a 
Community Building within the District Centre and the subsequent hand-over of this 
building when complete to South Holland District Council 

d) The provision, equipping and maintenance of all areas of open space and play space, 
including the open space associated with the SUDS system, in strict accordance with 
the provisions of the District Council’s Open Space in New Residential Developments 
SPD 2007 and the payment of a commuted sum for maintenance for a period of 10 
years in full accordance with the requirements of Appendix C thereto, these sums to 
be applied at the level applicable at the time of delivery and increased annually for the 
total cost for a 10 year period in line with the retail price index (RPI) 

e) The provision and phased delivery, to an agreed timetable, of a capital sum of 
£100,000 for external improvements to the historic fabric to Spalding’s historic town 
centre; 

f) The provision and phased delivery, to an agreed timetable and in accordance with the 
details and specifications subsequently agreed in connection with the terms of the 
Outline planning permission to which the agreement relates, of the first Section of the 
Western Relief Road, this to include a bridge over Spalding-Peterborough Railway 
line, and the Primary Street linking the relief road to The Broadway, all to adoptable 
standards and at a cost to be borne in its entirety by the developer; and 

g) The provision and phased delivery, to an agreed timetable and in accordance with the 
details and specifications subsequently agreed in connection with the terms of the 
Outline planning permission to which the agreement relates, of traffic calming 
measures on The Parkway at a cost to be borne in its entirety by the developer. 

h) The provision and phased delivery, to an agreed timetable and in accordance with the 
details and specifications subsequently agreed in connection with the terms of the 
Outline planning permission to which the agreement relates, of integrated primary and 
social care services in the form of the Health Centre (shown to be located within the 
District Centre) and the extra care facilities (shown to located within the northern 
Local Centre).

9.5 In summary, these contributions total a figure in the region of  £24M when the SUDS 
system is factored in (at an estimated cost of £2.5M).  The figure associated with 
delivering the necessary highways infrastructure stands at £14M, this essentially 
comprising approximately £3M for the main internal distributor road associated with the 
development itself and a contribution of some £11M or so towards the two roundabouts 
and first section of the SWRR to the southern edge of the site.  These figures are all 
index-linked.

9.6 Since the granting of the outline permission associated with Holland Park, and the 
subsequent first reserved matters approval, the District and County Councils have been 
working with the developers themselves to finalise the detail of the first section of the 
SWRR to provide a highway to relief road standard.  The highways scheme required to 
serve the Holland Park development clearly differs, in size and scale, from a highways 
scheme required to serve as part of a wider relief road to Spalding.  In short, the 
carriageway width required for the relief road is wider and this has a consequent impact 
on the size of the associated roundabouts on both the B1172 Spalding Common (A) and 
the roundabout to the north (B).  It also has implications on the width of the overbridge 
spanning the mainline.

9.7 The final calculated cost of the first section of the SWRR stands at £15M.  The County 
Council has agreed, with the developer, to forward-fund the whole cost of the first section 
of the SWRR on the basis that the developer makes stage payments, at triggered 



intervals, towards repaying the substantive cost of the road as the development is built 
out.  There is, however, a not insignificant shortfall in build costs and this relates to the 
higher specification required to deliver a relief road rather than the small estate road that 
would be required solely in connection with the development itself.  This shortfall stands at 
£3.5M and the County Council has formally agreed, with the developer, to meet this 
shortfall.  The County Council has also agreed that they will build the first section of the 
SWRR.  The developer will, for his part, commit to providing the internal distributor road to 
Holland Park at the same time in order to ensure that the whole of the necessary 
highways infrastructure provides additional highways capacity and the ability to act as a 
short-term solution to traffic management within the wider town.

9.8 In order to meet with these commitments that County Council has allocated £10M for this 
scheme in its current capital programme in advance of developer contributions.   These 
monies will be used to front-fund the delivery of Section 1 in the clear expectation that 
external income from the developers for their substantive contribution will be received 
over the life of the project.  In summary, funding arrangements are in place and there is 
partnership commitment to the delivery of the first section of the SWRR.  We will come to 
timetabling below.

9.9 Section 5 – the ‘northern’ section

9.10 Section 5 to the SWRR, unlike section 1, has not yet been promoted as part of an 
attendant planning permission for wider development.  Section 5, unlike section 1, 
traverses land controlled by essentially two separate yet significant ownerships/option 
agreements.  Section 5 is consequently less well advanced than Section 1 given that its 
route (and delivery) is largely associated with land allocated for development in the 
emerging SELLP.  It is, however, critical to the delivery of not only Section 5 but to the 
whole of the SWRR to ensure that Section 5 of the SWRR is positively planned.  Indeed, 
Section 5 is strikingly similar to Section 1 in that it forms one end of the whole SWRR and, 
as a section, requires a large and small roundabout together with an overbridge crossing 
the mainline.

9.11 The District and County Councils have been working collaboratively to develop the detail 
of section 5.  The STS and wider ambitions for the delivery of the SWRR have evidenced 
that Section 5 is required to incorporate a 5-arm roundabout (Junction I) connecting with 
the B1356 Spalding Road/Pinchbeck Road.  From this roundabout, Section 5 needs to run 
alongside the Vernatt’s Drain to a second overbridge spanning the same rail line as 
Section 1.  The highway will thereafter need to extend from the overbridge to Junction H.  
Detailed schematics have been prepared for Section 5 given that the options for alignment 
of the route are, for all practical purposes, somewhat limited.  There is, in effect, only one 
scheme option.  This option requires the route of Section 5 to align itself with the existing 
alignment of the Vernatt’s Drain, so far as is constructionally possible, whilst maintaining 
the ability to integrate with B1356 Spalding Road with a roundabout of sufficient size to 
cater for existing and proposed highways capacity.

9.12 The County Council has developed a highways scheme in sufficient detail to understand 
the overarching costs associated with Section 5.  These are in the region of £12M.  These 
costs cannot be borne, in totality, by development located on the frontage of the B1356 
given that this particular allocated site is only capable of delivering approximately 650 
dwellings once additional requirements for associated open space and buffer zones are 
factored in.  These costs cannot, furthermore, be wholly derived from development 
associated with the land immediately west of the Vernatt’s Drain as this land will, itself, be 
required to bear the substantive costs of delivering Section 4.



9.13 There is therefore a need to not only seek alternative sources of funding for Section 5 but 
to also understand that until Section 5 is delivered the substantial land allocation for circa 
4,000 houses on land north of the Vernatt’s Drain cannot be developed out.

9.14 The above factors are acknowledged by officers and substantial efforts have been made 
to seek to secure both alternative sources of funding and, crucially, to develop a funding 
mechanism that facilitates forward-funding in order to bring forward substantial housing 
growth on land north of the Vernatt’s Drain.  These efforts are complemented by an 
emerging policy framework that precludes any form of development in this location that 
compromises or fetters the ability of the Councils to bring forward Section 5.  This policy 
framework positively promotes the use of compulsory purchase or other powers should 
these prove necessary.  It is presently anticipated, given the willingness of the existing 
developers to work with the Council’s to bring forward a solution, that these powers would 
be utilised in conjunction with a collaborative agreement.

9.15 ‘Masterplanning’ the delivery strategy

9.16 In November 2016 the government, through the Homes and Communities Agency, 
launched the ‘Large Sites and Housing Zones Capacity Funding’ programme.  The 
purpose of this programme is to enable local authorities to bid for funding to assist in 
providing additional financial capacity that, in turn, supports activity towards the planning 
of major housing projects.  During December 2016 the Council, working in partnership 
with the County Council in their capacity as the local highways authority, submitted a bid 
for funding into the programme. This bid was additionally developed in direct collaboration 
with the two main developers associated with delivering growth on the allocated land 
surrounding Section 5 to the SWRR.

9.17 The submitted bid was focused on securing financial support to progress detailed 
feasibility and design work in relation to the northern section of the Spalding Western 
Relief Road and the associated housing land.  In order to support the funding bid the 
Council and Lincolnshire County Council made an ‘in principle’ commitment of match-
funding to support the feasibility and master-planning work. The Council’s ‘in principle’ 
match funding commitment was a sum of £100,000.

9.18 In March 2017, the Council received confirmation from the Homes and Communities 
Agency that its bid to the agency had been successful. The Council was awarded 
£224,000 to progress the proposed master planning and design work in relation to the 
proposed. The Council also received highly positive feedback on the quality of its funding 
application, and its proposed use for the funding.

9.19 At its Council meeting held on 25 July 2017 the Council formally accepted the sum of 
£224,000 in grant from the Homes and Communities Agency.  It agreed to make available 
£100,000 in match funding from the Council’s Investment & Growth Reserve to support 
the proposed master planning exercise.  It additionally approved a revenue expenditure 
budget of £344,000 in 2017/18 funded through HCA Grant (£224,000) and Investment & 
Growth Reserve (£100,000).

9.20 The County Council has also committed to additional match-funding in the sum of 
£50,000.   Significant financial contributions have been committed by each of the private 
sector developer partners.  These additional funds may be utilised in order to directly 
commission associated work or, in the event that the Council receives these financial 
contributions directly, to supplement the budget for the master-planning exercise identified 
above.



9.21 Officers have now commissioned WSP, specialist planning and transport consultants, to 
undertake phase one of this work.  They have also engaged with partners, this including 
the County Council and developers, and the presently commissioned programme of work 
is aimed at developing the design of the northern section;

a. to a level sufficient to support a planning application; and
b. to confirm the options for the alignment of the central section.

9.22 Specifically, the current work programme is focused on delivering following outcomes:

 Developing the design work for the first section of the SWRR Northern Section 
(Junction I to Junction H), supported by costings. 

 Developing the design and route options for the central part (Sections 2-4) of the 
SWRR between the southern section (at B) and Junction H of the northern section. 
This will include a number of potential alignment options, which need to be developed 
to a concept design level with initial costings. 

 Developing a SWRR ‘movement strategy’, which will deal with multi-modal transport 
modelling 

 Developing a SWRR Landscape Strategy

 Utilising the design work and cost estimates and, crucially, developing a SWRR 
Delivery Strategy focused identifying a funding mechanism to bring about the future 
delivery of the northern section of the SWRR; and

 Developing a new traffic model in order to expedite the progress of sections 2 to 4

9.23 This initial work phase is budgeted at £160,000.  The second stage is dependent on the 
outcome of the initial work and will be scoped within the available budget. The second 
stage includes work relating to drainage strategies for the proposed road, preparation of a 
flood risk strategy, and further detailed transport modelling. This programme of activity will 
be supported through the use of external consultancy, including the transport planning 
team at WSP (Lincolnshire County Council’s strategic highways partner). 

9.24 Work began in earnest in August 2017.  The initial reporting stage is expected to be 
completed in October 2017.  Subsequent workstreams will develop the project further with 
a view to facilitating wider public consultation on the detailed proposals in Summer 2018.  
This process will enable the Council to develop a detailed strategy for the future delivery 
of the proposed SWRR, and attendant housing and infrastructure, in direct collaboration 
with the County Council and associated developer partners.

9.25 The timelines associated with these workstreams are tight.  The initial phase of this 
workstream requires an agreed delivery strategy to be in place by October 2018.  This 
work is in train and on target.  It needs to be noted that the timelines for developing the 
detailed design-work, cost-estimates, and establishing the agreed details of a funding 
mechanism with partners needs to mesh with ongoing workstreams associated with the 
emerging South East Lincolnshire Local Plan.

9.26 The Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF)



9.27 In addition to the above workstreams associated with developing the delivery strategy for 
the wider SWRR, officers are also working on submitting a funding bid to the Housing 
Infrastructure Fund (HIF).  The HIF is administered by DCLG and the HCA. The HIF is a 
government capital grant programme of up to £2.3 billion specifically aimed at helping to 
deliver up to 100,000 new homes in England.

9.28 The funding bid currently being worked up for submission to DCLG & the HCA is 
specifically related to infrastructure works associated with delivering the ‘northern’ section 
to the SWRR.  The early delivery of the ‘northern’ section of the SWRR would not only 
directly facilitate delivery of some 650 new houses on land fronting Spalding/Pinchbeck 
Road, it would also open up land to rear on which a further 4,000 new houses could be 
delivered.

9.29 The purpose of the HIF is to grant fund new infrastructure that would unlock new homes in 
areas of greatest housing demand.  Funding will be awarded to local authorities on a 
highly competitive basis.  The HIF fund is intended to:

 Deliver new physical infrastructure to support new and existing communities; 
 Make more land available for housing in high demand areas, resulting in new 

additional homes that otherwise would not have been built;
 Support ambitious local authorities who want to step up their plans for growth and 

make a meaningful difference to overall housing supply; and 
 Enable local authorities to recycle the funding for other infrastructure projects, 

achieving more and delivering new homes in the future.

9.30 The funding mechanisms promoted through the HIF differ and are dependent upon the 
type of intervention needed.  The most appropriate funding for delivering the ‘northern’ 
section to the SWRR would be Marginal Viability Funding (MVF).  The purpose of MVF is 
to provide the final, or missing, piece of infrastructure to get additional sites allocated or 
existing sites unblocked quickly.  There is an expectation that, should funding be 
allocated, the infrastructure would be built soon after and the homes would follow at pace.

9.31 The HIF is available over four years from 2017/18 to 2020/1.  DCLG and the HCA are 
looking for some Marginal Viability proposals that can spend in 2017/8.  The clear 
expectation is that all funding must be committed by March 2021.

9.32 Bids of up to £10M can be sought for Marginal Viability proposals, with higher levels of 
funding being potentially awarded for exceptional bids.  Single and lower tier authorities 
can bid for MVF.  There is an expectation for tiers of government to work together and 
joint bids are encouraged where they will unlock housing at scale.

9.32 The bid eligibility criteria sets out that development schemes must;

 Require grant funding to deliver physical infrastructure and provide strong 
evidence that the infrastructure is necessary to unlock new homes and cannot be 
funded through another route. 

 Support delivery of an up to date plan or speed up getting one in place. 
 Have support locally 
 Spend the funding by 2020/21

9.33 Officers are of the view that there is a strong case to be made for making a bid to the HIF 
for Marginal Viability Funding in order to deliver the infrastructure required for the 
‘northern’ section of the SWRR.  The estimated cost of delivering the ‘northern’ section is 



in the order of £12M.  Paragraph 9.12 above has highlighted that the up-front 
infrastructure costs associated with Section 5, the ‘northern’ section of the SWRR, cannot 
be borne in totality by development located on the frontage of the B1356 
Spalding/Pinchbeck Road or development associated with the land immediately west of 
the Vernatt’s Drain.

9.34 Officers are therefore, in direct collaboration with County partners, currently working on a 
bid for MVF for the up-front costs of delivering Section 5 to the SWRR.  The deadline for 
making this bid is tight.  The bid itself needs to demonstrate that the proposal is taking a 
strategic approach to delivery, is value for money, and is deliverable.  There is a need to 
demonstrate strong local leadership and joint working in order to achieve higher levels of 
housing growth in the local area.  Political commitment to the delivery of the ‘northern’ 
section to the SWRR is demonstrable.  The bid will also be supported by our MP, and 
current Minister of State to the Department for Transport, the Rt Hon John Hayes.

9.35 MVF bids will be assessed through a one-stage process and bids must be submitted by 
28 September 2017.  Following assessment, funding awards will be announced from late 
2017 or early in 2018.  Officers will advise Members of progress throughout.

9.36 Sections 2, 3 and 4

9.37 The precise route of Sections 2, 3 and 4 to the SWRR remain to be determined and are 
currently the subject of options appraisals.  The details of these elements will be brought 
forward in due course and will be subject to public consultation prior to the routes being 
finalised.  These elements of the SWRR are, in effect, the least expensive to deliver as 
they do not require the provision of an overbridge spanning the mainline.  The present 
expectation is that the primary source of finance for these sections of the SWRR will be 
through contributions from associated development.  The working model associated with 
Section 1, that of forward-funding and staged repayments over time, is likely to be 
followed for Sections 2, 3 and 4 with the monies recycled for subsequent stages.

10.0 The planning application process and timetabling

10.1 Due to the over-riding strategic importance of the SWRR the County Council, in its role as 
local highways authority, has now committed to lead on the submission of the planning 
applications associated with the whole route.  The process will follow the normal planning 
application procedure and will involve wide publicity and statutory local consultation.

10.2 Given the advanced stage of the Holland Park development the planning application for 
Section 1, the ‘southern’ section to the SWRR, is likely to be submitted in September 
2018.  The whole process has already been programmed and agreement has recently 
been reached between the developers, Broadgate Homes, and the County Council on 
funding arrangements.  The planning application will be determined at the County 
Council’s Planning Committee, around January 2019.  Assuming consent is granted the 
detailed design stage, tender and procurement processes will follow at pace with an 
anticipated start on site in September 2021.

10.3 The planning application process for Section 5, the ‘northern’ section, will parallel the 
timescales associated with Section 1.  Assuming that funding is sourced and permission 
granted works would start on site in July 2021.

10.4 The construction phases associated with Sections 1 and 5 are in the order of 18 months.  
In this context it is predicted that Section 1 would be completed in March 2023 with 
Section 5 being completed a little earlier in January 2023.



10.5 It is too early in the process to speculate on the timings of Sections 2, 3 and 4.  However, 
the County Council has also committed to commence work on the submission of the 
planning application associated with Section 2, that section leading from Holland Park 
through to the A151 Bourne Road.  The intention is to push forward with this application in 
order to facilitate a process whereby, once work is completed on Section 1, Section 2 
follows swiftly on thereby enabling relief to the wider town by delivering a route from the 
south through to the 151 Bourne Road.

11.0 Emerging Policy Direction

11.1 The ‘Publication Version’ of the Local Plan was the subject of public consultation in 
April/May of this year.  This prompted the submission of some 330 individual comments to 
which officer responses were prepared.  The Publication Version of the Local Plan, its 
associated public comments and officer responses, and a large collection of supporting 
documentation were then submitted for Examination to the Secretary of State (via the 
Planning Inspectorate) on 23 June.

11.2       A number of comments were received in respect of Policy 12: Vernatts Sustainable Urban 
Extension, Policy 29: Delivering a More Sustainable Transport Network and Policy 30: 
Delivering the Spalding Transport Strategy, all of which include provisions relating to the 
delivery of the SWRR.  Some of the comments objecting to certain elements of these 
emerging policies were submitted separately by the local house builders Broadgate 
Homes Limited and Ashley King (Developments) Ltd, both of which have separate 
interests in the proposed Vernatts SUE (see Appendix 1).  Officers have subsequently 
held a series of meetings with representatives of Broadgate Homes Ltd regarding its 
concerns, and significant progress has been made on reaching agreement on proposed 
solutions which address them. Officers have additionally engaged with both developers in 
connection with matters relating to ‘masterplanning’ the delivery strategy highlighted at 
paragraphs 9.15-25 above.  The matters will be considered by the Examination 
Inspectors, along with inputs from other parties with an interest in these policies. 

11.3       The Local Plan Examination hearings will commence next month on Tuesday, 10 October. 

12.0 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY POSITION

12.1 This report outlines that significant progress has been made over recent months in 
consolidating the strategic direction and outlining the strategy for delivering the SWRR.  
The Council is continuing to work with the County Council and key partners to ensure the 
policy framework is in place to facilitate the delivery of component parts of the SWRR in 
timely fashion in order to meet with the Council’s wider growth ambitions.  The Council, in 
tandem with both the County Council and key partners, will continue to explore 
opportunities and develop mechanisms for funding and delivery.  Members will be advised 
of further progress as matters develop.

13.0 OPTIONS

13.1 Option (A) - Do Nothing

13.2 The recommendation is to note and endorse the strategic direction, key milestones and 
developing delivery strategy for Spalding’s Western Relief Road; for officers to update 
Members on progress as appropriate; and for the Council’s Place Manager, in conjunction 
with both the Portfolio Holder for Growth and Commercialisation and the Executive 
Director of Commercialisation, to continue to work with the County Council and key 
partners to ensure the delivery strategy for the SWRR meshes with the Council’s key 
growth and infrastructure ambitions.



13.3 The ‘Do Nothing’ option is not recommended.

13.4 Option (B) – Note and endorse the contents of the report and actions to date

13.5 This option is recommended.  The information contained within the body of this report 
highlights matters that meet with both the Councils and the government’s growth agendas.  
The information contained within the body of this report additionally highlights matters that 
meet with the Councils Corporate Priorities and the thrust of the emerging SELLP.

14.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

14.1 The recommendations set out above are self-explanatory.

15.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

15.1 The benefits of delivering the SWRR are set out in detail in the main body of this report.  
They meet with the Councils growth ambitions, and mesh with the emerging SELLP, to 
the overall benefit of the District (and wider) and its residents.

16.0 IMPLICATIONS

16.1 Environmental Issues

16.2 No immediate environmental implications beyond those covered in the body of this report.  
An environmental assessment will be required as part and parcel of any application for 
planning permission for the various phased sections of the SWRR.

16.3 Constitution & Legal

16.4 No constitutional implications.

16.5 Contracts

16.6 None at this stage other than those referred to in the body of this report.

16.7 Corporate Priorities

16.8 This report recommends a course of action that meshes with the Councils key priorities of 
encouraging the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth and in having pride in 
South Holland by supporting the district and residents to develop and thrive.

16.9 Crime and Disorder 

16.10 No direct implications

16.11 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

16.12 No direct implications.

16.13 Financial

16.14 No financial implications beyond those set out in the body of this report

16.15 Health & Wellbeing



16.16 No implications beyond the positive benefits set out in the body of this report.

16.17 Reputation 

16.18 No implications beyond the positive benefits set out in the body of this report

16.19 Risk Management 

16.20 No risks beyond those set out in the body of this report.

17.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

17.1 All

18.0 ACRONYMS

A-I refers to roundabouts/junctions
Board Spalding Western Relief Road Executive Management Board
DCLG Department for Communities and Local Government
DDA Disability Discrimination Act
GLLEP Greater Lincolnshire Local Enterprise Partnership
HCA Homes and Communities Agency
HIF Housing Infrastructure Fund
JPU Joint Policy Unit
JSPC Joint Strategic Planning Committee
LCC Lincolnshire County Council
LTP 4th Lincolnshire Local Transport Plan
MP Member of Parliament
MVF Marginal Viability Fund
SELLP South East Lincolnshire Local Plan
SHDC South Holland District Council
STS Spalding Transport Strategy
SUE Sustainable Urban Extension
SWRR Spalding Western Relief Road
Steering Group The Spalding Western Relief Road Steering Group
RPI Retail Price Index
£M Millions (pounds sterling)

Background Papers:

Adopted South Holland Local Plan 2006, available at http://localplan.sholland.gov.uk

Emerging South East Lincolnshire Local Plan, available at http://www.southeastlincslocalplan.org

Lincolnshire Local Transport Plan (4th), available at http://www.southeastlincslocalplan.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/4th-Lincolnshire-Local-Transport-Plan-2013-14-2022-23-April-2013.pdf

Housing and Infrastructure Fund policy documentation, available at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/housing-infrastructure-fund

Planning History to the Holland Park SUE

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Paul Jackson, Place Manager

http://localplan.sholland.gov.uk/
http://www.southeastlincslocalplan.org/
http://www.southeastlincslocalplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/4th-Lincolnshire-Local-Transport-Plan-2013-14-2022-23-April-2013.pdf
http://www.southeastlincslocalplan.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/4th-Lincolnshire-Local-Transport-Plan-2013-14-2022-23-April-2013.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/housing-infrastructure-fund


Telephone Number: 01775-764402
Email: paul.jackson@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service

Appendices attached to this report:

One Allocated sites Spalding identified in emerging SELLP
Two Route of SWRR:  Option 1 – Eastern Alignment, including safeguarding corridor
Three Route of SWRR:  Option 2 – Western Alignment, including safeguarding corridor
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Appendix One - Allocated sites in Spalding identified in emerging SELLP



Appendix Two - Route of SWRR:  Option 1 – Eastern Alignment, including safeguarding 
corridor



Appendix Three - Route of SWRR:  Option 2 – Western Alignment, including safeguarding 
corridor


